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The Problem

The Digital Divide



Technology and access needed for

•Jobs

•Government services

•Health

•Education

•And more



The Opportunity:

Libraries provide 
access to 
technology and 
technology skills.



The Problem:

Technology is 
expensive.

Elected officials may 
not realize the value 
of the library’s 
contributions to the 
community.



The Opportunity:

Libraries and 
communities create 
prospects for library
support.



www.LibraryEdge.org

http://www.libraryedge.org/








The following 
research:

Master of Public 
Administration 
Capstone



Limitation to the research

• The main limitation of this evaluation is the relationship I had, as 
the paid ODL Edge consultant, with the Edge program and its 
participants. There is a risk that librarians that I personally worked 
with were more likely to respond to the survey. 

• Because this evaluation was more of an academic exercise, this 
limitation is acceptable, and hopefully, the study still provides 
valuable information for ODL and others involved with Edge.



Oklahoma's independent 
small public libraries

•Serving 
populations under 
15,000.

•Completed at least 
one Edge 
assessment.



Quick look at small OK libraries

• 96 public libraries serving populations less than 15,000.

• Total annual revenue varies widely (2015 figures) 
• $11,273 in Hydro to $535,722 in Kingfisher

• Average $122,903

• Median $86,615

• All libraries offer free internet and Wi-Fi.

• Average number of public access computers: 11 (2015)

• 39% do not have a library website. (2017)



Are libraries using Edge?

•84 peer 1 and 2 libraries have done at least one 
Edge assessment: 87%.

•65 have done an action plan: 68%

•So, YES!



How does ODL coordinate Edge?

Hired a part time consultant to assist 
libraries with Edge.
•Reached out to libraries to encourage 

them to do the assessment and create 
and action plan.
•Collaborated on creating digital 

resources.
•Communicated with the national Edge 

team at the Urban Libraries Council.



How does ODL coordinate Edge?

Provides technology grant opportunities
•Powerful incentive to do Edge: All 46 grant 

libraries completed assessment and action 
plan.
•Targeted investments in libraries (TOC).



Grants Boost Edge participation

Librarians learn about technology 
through the process of the grants.

“After doing all the research I feel I know a lot 
more about the most up to date technology 
and the new wireless options available.” 



Grants Boost Edge participation

Community partnerships are strengthened.

“My town council was quite impressed by all I was 
able to accomplish. I was able to more effectively 
explain how important library technology really is!”

“I believe that this project has helped me gain more 
respect from both the Town Board as well as the 
Library Board in relation to what I am trying to 
accomplish.” 



Are libraries getting better at providing 
technology access services?

•We compared the scores of libraries who had 
completed two assessments.

• Libraries overall made statistically significant 
improvements from the first assessment to the 
second assessment.

• Improved scores mean improved digital services 
for their communities.



How do these libraries compare to their 
national peers?

•We compared these libraries' scores from the first 
Edge assessment to those of their national peers.

•Oklahoma's smaller libraries hold their own against 
their national peers in basic library services but lag 
behind in more advanced services.



How do these libraries feel about Edge?

•We conducted a survey to determine the value 
of Edge to the libraries.

•The survey: 79 invitations to peer 1 and peer 2 
libraries, with 44 total responses—a 56% return 
rate.



What is the population of the town in 
which your library is located?



How would you rate the value of Edge to 
your library?



The Value of Edge

“Gave me ideas to use in my library.  Made me 
realize we could offer more to the public with a 
little more training and equipment.” 

“Makes us aware of services other libraries are 
providing, which gives us goals to work toward.” 



The Value of Edge Lies in 3 Areas

• A better understanding of technology.

• Grant opportunities from ODL.

• Inspiration to reach out to community partners.



Participating in Edge helped me have a better 
understanding of the technology and digital resources 
my library can offer.



A better understanding of technology

“Edge was valuable in teaching me many things I 
needed to know about our library technology 
services.” 

“[Edge] gave me a better understanding of 
technology needs for today’s library.”



Was using Edge influential in making a decision to 
request E-Rate services or equipment in the past or 
likely to be influential in the future?



How valuable were the services or equipment that your 
library received from a grant from ODL tied to Edge?



ODL Grants

“The network assessment [grant from ODL] provided a 
clearer understanding of our practical needs in equipment 
and services, thus giving direction to our funding requests and 
allotments through E-Rate and our budget.” 

Referring to things they liked most about Edge, other 
respondents wrote, “obtaining items we would otherwise 
not have been able to afford [through the grants],” and 
“qualifying for grants because of doing Edge.” 



Participating in Edge inspired me to consider ways 
that my library can develop partnerships in my 
community.



How likely are you to share your Edge results and/or 
action plan with your boards and/or city officials?



Community connections

"Edge increased my awareness of needs for my 
community.” 

“Edge can help us with different types of technology … 
that will help our community. We want our youth and 
adults to have all the advantages they need to be 
successful.” 



What are the obstacles to your library providing technology 
services such as internet, public computers and devices 
(laptops, tablets), a library website, online content, etc.? 



If you created an Edge Action Plan, was it useful or not 
useful?



Action Plan Useful

“[The action plan] helped me focus my efforts.” 

“The Assessment and subsequent Action Plan gave 
us quick, easily implementable and cost effective 
ways we can extend our technology-related 
services to the public... It also gave us a stronger 
understanding of what services were lacking and 
suggested avenues to improve weak areas.”



Action Plan Not Useful
“The process of Edge helped to define and 
prioritize our needs better.  Understanding which 
steps to take next was useful, but it is still 
difficult to find time to work out the details or to 
add new services or technology.” 

“I don't think Edge is really relevant to the 
majority of the small libraries, the ones that only 
have one person to do everything. It's a nice 
thought, good effort and all, just not always 
practical in the real world…What are some 
options that a single staffed, low to no budget 
library has?”



Did you use the resources?



Were the resources useful?



Executive Tools



For some, Edge is not making a connection

• A significant portion (19 out of the 44 respondents) of 
Oklahoma’s smaller libraries that we surveyed was neutral about 
needing Edge (23%) or felt they did not need Edge at all (20%). 

• We’ll call the group who 
reported being neutral 
about needing Edge or 
not needing Edge, the 
“don’t need” group (43% 
total), and call the group 
that reported needing 
Edge, the “need” group 
(57%). 



Found less value 
in Edge

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Assessment was harder

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Action Plan not 
as useful

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Less likely to
continue to use 
Action Plan

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Less likely to agree that 
Edge helped them to 
consider partnerships

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Less likely to 
share results

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Less likely to agree that Edge 
increased understanding of 
technology

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Did not find Edge as 
helpful with E-Rate

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Found less value
in ODL grants

Don’t Need Group

Need Group



Maybe the “Don’t Need” group values 
technology less?

• Action plans

• Resources

• Grants

• Share Edge



Don’t Need Group

Need Group



What could help the 
Don’t Need group?

• Encouragement and assistance
• 53% of “don’t need” group reported not receiving assistance 

from ODL consultant versus 24% of the “need” group.

• Of those “don’t need” that did receive assistance 67% found it 
extremely/very helpful.

• A higher percentage of “don’t need” group reported a 
lack of funding as an obstacle (88% versus 68%).

• Grants from ODL
• 26% reported no ODL grant versus 4% of “need” group



Recap: Edge and Small Libraries in OK

Challenges
• Some libraries are not using Edge and not 

learning from Edge as much as others.
• Oklahoma libraries often fall below their 

national peer groups.
• A lack of library websites means many Edge 

goals cannot be met.
• Funding and lack of staff are major obstacles 

for small libraries.



Recap: Edge and Small Libraries in OK

Strengths
• Libraries are using Edge.

• Edge helps libraries learn about technology and 
think more about creating community 
partnerships.

• The assessment comparison shows that Edge 
libraries are increasing their technology services 
and partnerships in their communities.

• Technology grants help libraries fulfill Edge goals.

• ODL’s library website program is making progress.

• Edge consultant facilitates Edge participation.



Recommendations
• Continue Edge participation.

• Encourage new assessment every 2 years.
• Encourage action plan review every 6 months.

• Continue pairing technology grants with Edge 
participation.
• Continue to incorporate learning/research as part of grant. 

• Continue website development.
• Consider website challenges for libraries with fewer 

technology skills and limited staff.

• Continue the Edge consultant position.
• Reach out to the “don’t need Edge” libraries.
• Continue to facilitate ways libraries can “say yes.”



Conclusion

• Edge is a powerful toolkit that helps libraries assess their 
technology access services, learn new skills, and provide data to 
bring community partners in as allies in the process. 

• Small libraries need assistance to be able to fully use Edge. 

• Oklahoma is providing an excellent example of how a state library 
agency can help libraries succeed with Edge. 



Questions and Comments?

Amy Brandley

Amy.Brandley@gmail.com

405-323-8712


